
We are delighted to present to you Primary Level Field Trip Program for primary school 
students.   We would like to invite you, teachers, students and parents to this 2.5-hour 
program that allows you to discover more about the eye and vision.  
 
How does the eye see?  Which parts of the eye facilitate your visual experience?   How do 
conditions like short-sightedness and astigmatism interfere with your visual experience? 
 
These are questions that the students will be able to dive into as they come with us on this 
adventure in discovering  the workings of the eye.   Beyond the good eye care habits you have 
learnt,  you will ultimately gain an understanding of the basic structures and functions of the 
eye, and learn more about ways you can preserve your eye health for the future! 

2.5 hours Guided Program  

Mondays to Saturdays 
except PH (subject to 
availability, bookings are 
necessary) 

$20 per student/adult 
 (incl. 7% GST) 

Designed for Primary Level 
students.   
Recommended 15 to 35 kids 
per session. 
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Your  Eye  Care  Learning  Journey 

Time slot: 10am to 12.30pm       
                 or 2pm to 4.30pm  

Call:  6471 1771 



190 Changi Rd, #B1-01 
Singapore 419974  

6471 1771 

www.noocc.com 

patientcare@noocc.com 

Opening hours: 9am – 6pm (Mon to Sat; closed on PH & Sun) 

   Students will experience basic  
visual screenings that will provide 
more insight on their visual status. 
Whilst the eye screenings do not  

replace a comprehensive eye 
examination,  this is useful in alerting 
parents of issues that require early 

attention.   This is important as 
uncorrected poor vision and poor  

eye coordination may impede  
a child’s learning, especially  

when it occurs in their  
formative years. 

Learn about the eye in  
greater detail such as; 

 structures of the eye and its 
functions,  how light enters the 
eye,  importance of having two 

eyes,  good eye hygiene,  
eye protection,  impact safety  

and the different types of 
optical corrective aids. 

 

Students will get to  
explore the various eye 

components and discover 
how they all work together. 

Engage in age  
appropriate hands-on 

activities, which enable the 
students to apply learnt 

knowledge.   
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